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Gossip is effective in large-scale systems

The increasing diffusion of low-cost network connectivity has been challenging software designers to build scalable systems spanning large masses of nodes distributed over wide area networks. A number of applications, ranging from content distribution to data storage and retrieval, demand efficient techniques to disseminate and locate data in such challenging environments. Beyond the scale of these systems, developers must manage nodes with limited and heterogeneous resources that may join and leave at arbitrary times, exhibit malicious behaviors and whose characteristics often vary over time as a result of discontinuous usage patterns in the presence of multiple applications.

The need to address these challenges has motivated the work of numerous researchers and led to the development of large-scale overlay networks and data dissemination platforms able to operate in the presence of high churn. A prominent role among these systems is played by gossip-based solutions. Initially introduced as a family of algorithms for maintaining replicated database systems [9], gossip-based protocols have been applied in a wide range of settings such as data dissemination [2, 4, 11], overlay construction [6, 20, 32] and maintenance [3, 11, 22], data aggregation [17, 21, 24], failure detection [36, 37], mobile event notification [18, 29], and, more recently, also in peer-to-peer streaming applications [27, 43, 44]. In addition, specific gossip protocols were devised to support random peer selection [3, 11, 15, 22, 25, 42], or to cope with severe types of failures and attacks [7, 19, 27, 30, 31].

An appealing feature of gossip protocols is their simplicity: each node periodically exchanges messages with randomly selected nodes. No structure needs to be maintained and this makes gossip protocols very effective against failures and churn [13, 16]. In comparison, maintaining an overlay structure (e.g., multicast tree, distributed hashtable) in an environment with churn is difficult if not impossible [28]. Tree-based approaches for instance turn out to be highly vulnerable as a failed node harms its entire subtree. Multi-tree schemes have been proposed such as Splitstream [8], Chunkyspread [38] and Coolstreaming [26, 44] where reliability is enhanced by ensuring that part of the stream is disseminated through diverse paths, but this comes from free in gossip-based protocols where the neighbors of each node keep changing over time [22].

Yet, gossip is uniform

Whereas gossip protocols are effectively extremely robust, they usually do not account for heterogeneity. Nodes typically have the same number of gossip targets (fanout) and the same dissemination period. They therefore send exactly the same number of messages and are, in this sense, inherently load-balanced. However, in a large scale heterogeneous setting, this uniform distribution of load is not always appropriate. In practice, nodes frequently exhibit significant
differences in their capabilities. These may result from differences in computational power as the same application may involve small devices together with powerful machines. They may also result from differences in network connections, parts of the network may be lossy and alter the communication between certain peers, or from differences in actual host applications with some nodes running network-greedy software while others having full bandwidth available. For instance, while the penetration of the Internet into homes has greatly favored the deployment of p2p collaborative systems, bandwidth capability of edge nodes connected through ADSL links remains extremely heterogeneous. This is particularly true for the upload capacity which is of utmost importance for collaborative systems. For instance, the average upload capacity of ADSL connections in Europe is 1077kbps, while it is 899kbps in North America and only 170kbps in Africa [1].

Requiring two nodes with significant discrepancies in their capabilities to perform the same amount of work might lead to an inefficient protocol that could simply turn out to be useless for applications such as video streaming that require fast dissemination. In such applications, the data is of relatively large size and must be delivered within a given time window: the end user typically wants its stream to start as soon as possible or to be synchronized with the live stream, i.e., the buffer used for synchronization should be the smallest possible, meaning that the dissemination of data should be done as fast as possible. Note that when applied to streaming applications, the gossip protocol is usually used to forward stream-packet identifiers, the content being subsequently pulled whenever necessary. Even for peer-to-peer file sharing, the end user may want its application to deliver selected files as early as possible, i.e., downloading them as fast as possible. Besides inefficiency, a uniform gossip protocol may appear unfair in a heterogeneous setting and can be frustrating even if nodes indeed have the same capabilities but some benefit significantly more than others from the dissemination. For instance, in a news-oriented application, some nodes may subscribe to fewer topics than others and thus should also receive fewer events. With a uniform gossip protocol, these nodes may find it unfair to contribute to the system as much as the other nodes and may thus decide to leave the application. Again, this calls for a gossip scheme that accounts for heterogeneity. In fact, many researchers have recognized this need in some form or another [5,10,33,35,38–41].

**Breaking gossip uniformity is challenging**

Intuitively, a gossip protocol could account for heterogeneity by introducing a bias towards *wealthy* nodes so that they perform more work. Two approaches can be considered:

1. Increasing the fanout of wealthy nodes. This basically means that wealthy nodes will send more messages in a given gossip round.\(^2\)

2. Increasing the probability that a wealthy node is selected in a gossip round. This basically means that wealthy nodes will contribute to more gossip rounds.

Putting these ideas to work is however challenging and a mechanism that accounts for heterogeneity should satisfy a number of non-trivial constraints.

---

\(^1\) Within the sport news system of the Télévision Suisse Romande for instance, some users (nodes) subscribe to results about soccer or hockey, which indeed generate a lot of information, while others only subscribe to results about cycling, which generates less traffic, or in chess, which generates very few events in Switzerland. While appealing, a gossip-based implementation of such a system might lead to a feeling of unfairness if the dissemination of sport results is uniformly spread among all nodes.

\(^2\) Biasing the frequency of dissemination has the same effect.
Adapting real contribution. At first glance, each of the two approaches suggested above effectively ensures that wealthy nodes will contribute more to the dissemination by sending more messages. However, the number of messages might not be a good metric for the real contribution of a node. This is particularly the case in a gossip-based video-streaming application. In such a setting, two kinds of messages are typically considered. Those that simply contain stream ids (fairly cheap) and those that contain actual streams. A node first receives an id and requests the actual stream if it does not have it. Sending the actual stream clearly introduces a higher overhead than sending an id. Hence, a mechanism that accounts for heterogeneity should have wealthy nodes really perform more work and not only send more messages.

Preserving some randomness. The reliability of gossip protocols stems from the randomness of the dissemination process. Any bias toward more powerful nodes might hamper this randomness with the risk of decreasing reliability. Relying on a subset of wealthy nodes to work more may, in fact, have a negative impact in case many of these nodes leave the system or, even worse, behave maliciously.

Local knowledge of global capability. In a large scale setting, one cannot assume global knowledge of the capabilities of all nodes for the same reason for which membership protocols manage partial views instead of global views [11]. Global knowledge of capabilities is unattainable because of churn and dynamic capability changes as we discuss below. On the other hand, nodes cannot adapt their workloads based solely on local information about their own capabilities. For instance, assume that each node systematically decreases its fanout by a certain percentage as soon as its capability decreases by the same percentage, then a sudden decrease in the capability values of a number of nodes is likely to interrupt the dissemination process.

Adapting to capability changes. Capability usages dynamically change over time as applications use bandwidth depending on user behavior (e.g., reading emails, downloading files or watching online multimedia content) and on the peer-to-peer offer (e.g., changes in the availability of files and upoloaders). For example, a network-greedy application for peer-to-peer file sharing stops using download bandwidth as soon as the transfers of requested files have completed, which for many people means the application can be closed resulting in a stop of upload bandwidth usage. Hence, a mechanism that accounts for heterogeneity should itself be dynamic. Furthermore, the time required to account for the change should be smaller than the stability period of capabilities.

Gossip theory to the rescue

In the attempt to address these challenges, we have recently proposed HEAP (HEterogeneity-Aware Gossip Protocol) [14], a protocol for collaborative, high-bandwidth content distribution.

Two observations lie at the heart of HEAP:

1. Mathematical and empirical results [12, 34] convey the fact that reliability is ensured as long as the average of all fanouts is approximately \( \ln(n) \) (in a system of size \( n \)). This suggests a way to tune the contributions of nodes by adapting their fanouts according to their capabilities without impacting the reliability of dissemination.

2. The utility of a message is highest in the first hops of dissemination. Thus the capability of a node intervening at the first gossip rounds can have a significant impact on performance [23]. This suggests ways to bias the selection of gossip targets so that the positions
of nodes in the data-forwarding process match their capabilities. For example, nodes with a very high bandwidth or that are very responsive should be involved at the earliest stages of dissemination in order to optimize the average latency experienced by data receivers. This is particularly crucial in streaming applications where significant work is performed in the early stages of the dissemination where all streams are required.

HEAP incorporates a gossip-based aggregation protocol [21, 36] through which each node may obtain a very good sample of the overall system capabilities. This allows nodes (i) to adapt their fanout values based on their capabilities while maintaining the average fanout constant across the whole system; and (ii) to bias the selection of their gossip targets so that the most capable nodes are chosen at the first stages of dissemination. This allows HEAP to optimize the distribution of nodes in the dissemination chain ultimately increasing the experienced performance.

HEAP also incorporates LIFT (Lightweight Freerider Tracking), a companion subprotocol able to track selfish nodes that declare high capability values in order to augment their perceived performance, without contributing accordingly. Although interesting in its own right, LIFT is particularly important in the context of HEAP as biasing the selection of gossip targets may render the protocol more vulnerable to the presence of nodes that do not contribute as they should.
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